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The Lord’s Prayer 
     David Alsobrook 

A study using the actual words our Lord spoke. 

 

First Phrase 

Old English: “Our Father, which art in heaven” 

The words Jesus actually spoke:  Abwoon d’bwashmaya 

Expanded Meaning from the Aramaic: 

Our Daddy-Birther--Out of Your Being You birthed all created things (the 
universe) and in those things You shine as Light. 

Notes: Jesus viewed the material universe as a substance of matter birthed out of the Being of 
God, sustained by His indwelling that which He birthed. He did not see the material universe as 
separate from God, but as a distinct entity within His Being.  He is outside that which He 
birthed, yet remains inside it too, continually sustaining and renewing it by His Life which is 
perceived as Light.  

The Greek Church (Western View) saw the Creation as an act of God but apart from Him. God 
did not “birth” the universe but created it apart from Himself. God is One Being and the 
universe is His separate Creation.  The modern Church has adopted the Greek slant. Most 
Christians do not see Our Daddy in His trees, plants, stars, and oceans. Jesus clearly taught this 
is incorrect. Our Daddy is in all created things and can be seen in “the lilies of the field” and 
majestic mountains. Our Unseen Daddy can be perceived throughout the natural order of the 
universe is the message that the simple Carpenter is teaching His hearers. (See Rom. 1:19, 20 
where Paul teaches that the Invisible God’s attributes, His eternal power and divine nature, can 
be clearly seen through observing what has been made). 
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Second Phrase 

Old English: “Hallowed be Thy Name” 

The words Jesus actually spoke:  Nethqadash shmakh 

Expanded Meaning from the Aramaic: 

Focus Your Light within us that we may see the clutter inside us. Help us clear 
away the clutter to make a sacred shrine in our hearts where we may set apart 
Your Holy Name. Center us within this sacred place throughout this day. 

Notes: Jesus is teaching us that Our Daddy wants to shine His Light within our darkened inner 
parts exposing clutter that we have not seen; things that obstruct His radiance from shining out 
of us. After we clear out the clutter we make a sacred shrine in the heart where we reverence 
the Name. 

To Jesus, the divine Name we are to reverence in this prayer is Abba. This is the infant and 
toddler’s name for the paternal parent. Abinu was the pre-school and older child’s word for his 
or her paternal parent and is properly translated “father” in English. Jesus never used abinu in 
the more than 170 uses appearances of the word “father” in our English translations of the four 
Gospels. Jesus consistently used only Abba (Daddy). His attitude toward His Daddy was ever 
that of a toddler who needed Daddy’s hand to guide Him in everything He did each day. He 
could do nothing without His Daddy’s constant help (John 5:30). Here was the attitude of The 
Uniquely Begotten Son of God: Daddy, I am a little boy who needs Your help for everything 
today. Jesus lived in total dependence upon His Daddy. 

Jesus taught His disciples that unless we become like “little children” (Aramaic of Matt. 18:3) 
we will not experientially enter the kingdom of heaven. He demonstrated this by calling “a little 
boy” to Himself and setting this little boy before the Twelve (Aramaic of Matt. 18:2). 

Third Phrase 

Old English: “Thy kingdom come” 

The words Jesus actually spoke:  Teytey malkuthakh 
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Expanded Meaning from the Aramaic: 

Come inside me Daddy in Your full dominion. Take rule of my entire being from 
inside to outside. Let not only Your Name, but Your Being join fully with mine. 
“Come kingdom into me.” 

Notes: The rabbis of Jesus’ day taught Israel that the kingdom of heaven (or kingdom of God) 
was to be an earthly kingdom in which Israel would be established as the head of all the 
nations, inheriting the not only the Promised Land but the whole earth. There were many OT 
scriptures which supported their view, and Jesus agreed that this would eventually happen in 
some of His teachings too. His emphasis differed from the popular view of His day, however, in 
that He taught that the kingdom of heaven was to first come into the heart of the individual 
and govern his or her life from within.  

This was Jesus’ primary message! 

Matthew, an eyewitness, reported: “And Jesus went about all Galilee, teaching in their 
synagogues, and preaching the gospel of the kingdom, and healing all manner of sickness and 
all manner of disease among the people” (Matt. 4:23). Matthew proceeds to give us an 
example of Jesus’ teaching immediately following in what men have titled, “The Sermon on the 
Mount” but which Jesus, in His first breath said is “The Kingdom of Heaven” (Matt. 5, 6, 7).  
 
An individual who experientially enters the kingdom of heaven will forgive all who wrong him, 
show love to even his enemies and secretly pray for them, will embody and emanate the Light 
of God in his or her speech and actions.  
 

The rabbis taught the people that the long awaited Messiah would soon come, overthrow the 
heavy yoke of Roman rule, and establish Israel as the head nation of the earth. The Messiah 
was to be a King, not only of the Jews, but of the whole earth. Jesus did not dispute this. But His 
emphasis was different:  

The Messiah is an unheralded King who first sets up the kingdom of heaven within 
people who spread its influence similar to the way yeast grows and expands bread. The 
kingdom of heaven begins as the smallest seed planted in ordinary dirt, but takes root 
and grows into the largest of plants providing shade for all creatures. The kingdom of 
heaven is like a hidden treasure that a man stumbles across in a rocky field. Realizing the 
hidden value of the field, the man sells all that he owns in order to buy the field so he 
may possess the hidden treasure. (See Matt.13:31-33, 44; Mark 13:31-33; Luke 13:19-
21.) 
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Jesus began His ministry preaching, “The time is fulfilled and the kingdom of God is at hand” 
(Mark 1:15). The phrase “at hand” means near in both original languages of the NT. “The 
kingdom of God is close” Jesus announced, indicating that He was the long awaited Messiah-
King, Israel’s Hope (Acts 28:20). To the Pharisees (the Hassidic Jews), Jesus answered their 
question, “When will the kingdom of God come?” in what was to their traditional minds a most 
unconventional answer. Rather than coming in the manner that the Pharisees and many other 
religious leaders taught--with apocalyptic signs and wonders—Jesus answered: 

 “The kingdom of God is not coming with signs to be observed; nor will they 

  say, ‘Look, here it is.’ or, ‘There it is.’ For behold, the kingdom of God is in your 

              midst.” (Luke 17:20, 21)  

Jesus answers them that the kingdom of God is already present, but is still unseen and 
unrealized by Israel’s leaders. He told one of their group that he had to be born from above, 
born anew in order to even “see” it and then “enter” it (John 3:1-7). The new birth is not a 
guarantee that the newborn will either see or enter the kingdom, but it provides a human with 
the potential of experiencing the reality of the kingdom of God in daily life.  A scribe who had 
first asked Jesus a question and then had answered a question Jesus asked him was informed: 
“You are not far from the kingdom of God” (Mark 12:34). But when His disciples were privately 
arguing over which of them was the greatest in the kingdom of God, Jesus astonished them by 
answering that they had yet to even enter it (Matt. 18:1-4). Yes, their names were written in 
heaven, but they had not entered the kingdom! (Luke 10:20). 

 

Fourth Phrase 

Old English: “Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.” 

The words Jesus actually spoke:  Nehwey tzevyanach aykanna d’bwashmaya aph 
b’arha 

Expanded Meaning from the Aramaic: 

As Your wish is done in the heavens, and in the heaven of heavens, let Your 
desire be done in this clay. 
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Notes:  Jesus was telling His followers that their Daddy’s wish or desire (the meaning 
“tzevyanach”) is done in the heavens of their universe as planets and stars maintain their 
predetermined paths of orbit. (This is coming from an unlearned carpenter two millennia ago, 
not from a modern scientist!) Not only is Abba’s wish done in the heavens above in the material 
universe, His wish is carried out in the “heaven” above or outside the material universe (what 
we think of as “heaven”).  

Jesus now directs His disciples’ attention to the original creation of man. God had formed the 
first man out of the clay of the earth (Gen. 2:7). It was into this clay which had been formed in 
God’s own image that Abba now desired to establish His sphere of dominion within man. A 
human in whom His dominion had been established would then carry out Abba’s will in daily 
life. Surface life will become visibly different in these humans than it is in others. The Light 
inside them will shine through their demeanor and behavior influencing others around them to 
become reconnected in praise to their Abba also (Matt. 5:16, Aramaic). This kingdom’s 
evidence is right action done at the right time (righteousness), blissful peace, and exuberant joy 
as the norm in daily living (Rom. 14:17). 

As long as the Church remains in its current state of spiritual blindness to the present day 
reality of the kingdom of God, believers will not experientially enter the kingdom of God in 
which they already legally reside (Col. 1:13). Thus, they will remain flavorless salt and radiate 
His Light dimly or not at all in daily life. It is only when pagans see our Light that they will come 
out of their own darkness. 

 

Fifth Phrase 

Old English: “Give us this day our daily bread.” 

The words Jesus actually spoke:  Hawvlan lachma d’sunqanan yaomana 

Expanded Meaning from the Aramaic: 

Give us today the food we need to grow and the insight we need to expand Your 
covenant in the earth. 

Notes:  Jesus lived His earthly life ever present in the now. Keeping in line with His instructions 
to not worry about our lives, our provision, or our tomorrows, He limited our scope in making 
request to daily provision. Luke’s account agrees calling it “needful bread” in the Greek 
language in which Luke wrote his gospel (11:3).  As the multitude sat listening on the hillside, 
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Jesus went on to instruct us, “Do not lay up for yourselves treasures upon earth…but lay up for 
yourselves treasures in heaven” (Matt. 6:19, 20). Taken as a whole, the Scriptures do not forbid 
saving or prospering, indeed, the opposite is sometimes spoken. Keeping His instruction in 
context we can see that Jesus is addressing heart issues on the hillside for those who will 
experientially live in the kingdom of heaven on earth now. When concluding His teaching 
concerning laying up treasure, Jesus adds, “…for where your treasure is, there will your heart be 
also” just to make certain we get the point (Matt. 6:21).  

One of the uses of bread is “to strengthen man’s heart” (Ps. 104:15). The “heart” in Scripture 
most often pictures the inner state. Jesus is teaching us to pray that Abba will feed us spiritually 
today as well physically.   

For those ears that first heard these words of Jesus, bread held an even deeper meaning.  

All Semitic peoples for millennia have made use of bread in making and keeping covenant. The 
covenant meal involved “the breaking of bread” in the Near East in all human covenanters. 
There was even a “bread covenant”, a “bread and salt covenant”, and, of course, our New 
Covenant meal includes bread also. One of the meanings of bread in covenant involved the 
making known of covenant, as all enjoy eating bread and none refuse it, especially in the places 
on earth (like the Middle East) where grain is not abundant.  

One of Abba’s purposes in giving us daily bread in the heart is to draw hungry souls to us. They 
inwardly sense, or “smell”, the Bread of Life and we hear Jesus’ command “you give them 
something to eat” even as His first disciples heard those words while standing before a 
multitude weak with hunger (Matt. 14:16).  “Give us this day our daily bread” includes enough 
to share with a “stranger” who passes by drawn by the fragrance of freshly baked bread.  Jesus 
commands us: you give them something to eat!    

The Aramaic word lachma is very rich in meaning. Not only does it mean “bread” but it also 
means “understanding”.  Its “hma” root denotes growing vigor, verdancy, warmth, and 
passion. We are asking Abba to give us spiritual understanding and growth  today when we ask 
for “our daily bread.” 

The Aramaic word sunqanan refers to needs but also to “a nest”. That is we are like a bird 
looking to its Creator to care for us this day, to take care of us individually as well as those who 
“nest” with us, our loved ones. We, too, are His sparrows. 

As we move on to the Sixth Phrase we begin the second half of the Prayer. Our focus will now 
shift from our individual desire and needs (that Abba would indwell us today and meet our 
personal needs) to those around us and even for everyone living on earth. When we properly 
pray the Lord’s Prayer, we are including all who live in this earthly sphere. 
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Sixth Phrase 

Old English: “And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors.” 

The words Jesus actually spoke:  Wasboqlan khaubayn (wakhtahayn) aykanna 
daph khnan shbwoqan l’khayyabayn 

Expanded Meaning from the Aramaic: 

Loose the cords of mistakes binding us, as we release the strands we hold of 
others’ guilt. 

Notes:  Jesus is introducing a key spiritual principle at this point of the Prayer. If we want Abba 
to forgive us, we must give to others that which we desire to receive from Him. This key 
principle is a Kingdom Law, one as fundamental in the spiritual realm as the Law of Gravity is in 
the physical realm. This Law of giving to others what you desire God to give you applies to all 
areas of life. It not only applies to receiving from Abba in the spiritual realm, but in the natural 
realm as well. This law is known as the Law of Sowing and Reaping, and is taught from the first 
book of the Bible forward. 

What is rarely noticed is that our forgiveness of the wrongs of others takes place 
simultaneously with our request to be forgiven. What we desire Abba to do for us we do for 
others as part of our request to Him. We cannot be forgiven if we are not forgiving. Nor can we 
separate the action of forgiving as we ask for forgiveness. This is what Jesus is teaching His 
followers: whenever you become aware of inner guilt, forgive others as you go to Abba 
requesting His forgiveness of your own wrongs. Forgiving and asking for forgiveness are two 
sides of the same coin. 

This vital truth has been lost on the Western Church. We are taught that when we have sinned 
we are to go to God and ask His forgiveness as we confess our wrongs and turn from them in 
our hearts. We rarely think of forgiving others in our prayer of confession. How different from 
what Jesus taught! 

To emphasize His point, Jesus’ one commentary on the Prayer He had just given was this: “For if 
you forgive men for their transgressions your heavenly Father [Daddy] will also forgive you.  But 
if you do not forgive men, then your Father [Daddy] will not forgive your transgressions” (Matt. 
6:14, 15). Why did He immediately following the Lord’s Prayer with added emphasis on our 
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forgiving others? This is something the human ego would rather not do! When we want to 
forgive as much as we desire to be forgiven, true release and inner freedom will result. 

Whenever a believer has confessed all known sins and yet senses inner guilt, there is a root of 
unforgiveness inside. 

Untie and Return 

It is interesting that the Aramaic word translated “forgive” (washboqlan) provides interesting 
insight into the nature of true forgiveness: 

1. Untie, loosen from knots 
2. Return to the original state 

The Western concept of forgiveness is judicial. We see ourselves before a judge asking for 
pardon. The Aramaic concept is more practical. Jesus not only viewed forgiveness as a legal 
need, but as a practical necessity for living life open to Abba. Jesus saw the situation correctly: 
an unforgiven individual is tied up in knots inside. His sins have not only displeased God, but 
have knotted and twisted his soul. He is tied or bound inside. 

In You Can Be Free from Your SELF there is a section dealing with “the body-soul connection.” 
One of the things presented there is the need to listen to your physical body in order to discern 
what is going on in your soul. Here’s a practical tip: if you ever feel an inner tightening or 
constriction when someone’s name is heard or thought, you have unforgiveness for that 
individual. The unforgiveness has produced an inner knot. Instead of freeing you from the 
person you haven’t forgiven, you are tied to the person on the soul level. Your unforgiveness 
prevents you from being free towards the unforgiven one. When you have forgiven another, 
the one you forgive is returned to the original state you had with that individual in your heart. 
Outward reconciliation may never occur, but you are in a state of original love for him or her 
inside. This is the deeper meaning of “love your enemies, and pray for [them]…” (Matt. 5:44). 

I learned many years ago that whenever I sense the Presence of the Lord strongly and a face or 
name flashed before my mind, I was holding an account of wrong toward that individual in my 
heart. As soon as I released him or her from my perceived wrong, more openness to the Lord 
instantly occurred. I must gladly admit the truth, however that this has not happened in a few 
years now, since the false “me” dissolved. When one lives in the Kingdom experientially there is 
no record made of the wrongs of others. Forgiving others is as natural as breathing. 

Forgiveness’ Universal Scope 

When we think about forgiveness, our scope is usually limited to those whom we believed have 
wronged us personally, but Jesus’ scope was for the whole world. He asked forgiveness for His 
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executioners in particular and for all who had condemned Him in general. He was also asking 
for your forgiveness as well. You, too, have done things which you knew not. A loving heart has 
no inner restrictions about any other human, living or dead. Have you forgiven Hitler and left 
his judgment to God? Are there any unforgiven presidents in your heart? Are you honest 
enough to admit there is someone you secretly hope “rots in hell”? God alone is the Judge of 
all. Our personal forgiveness is to be to all with no exceptions. 

 

Seventh Phrase 

Old English: “And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from 
evil.” 
 

The words Jesus actually spoke:  Wela tahlan l’nesyuna Ela patzan min bisha 

Expanded Meaning from the Aramaic: 

Don’t let surface things delude us, but free us from what holds us back from our 
true purpose. 

Notes:  The English phrase “lead us not into temptation” is the greatest distortion of the 
Aramaic in all the Greek and English distortions contained in this prayer.  The Greek translators 
got “wela tahlan l’nesyuna” all wrong here. Jesus never instructed His followers to ask Abba to 
not lead them into temptation!  If you will still yourself and let these words sink in, you will 
experience an “aha” moment of clarification. 

Jesus’ half-brother, James, wrote: “Let no one say when he is tempted, ‘I am tempted by God’; 
for God cannot be tempted by evil, nor does He Himself tempt anyone” (James 1:13). 

What Jesus actually said means, “Do not allow us to be led astray…” Jesus knew firsthand how 
easily His disciples were led astray by their own wrong thinking, religious beliefs, and 
sometimes even by Satan (note that Jesus’ rebuke of Peter was actually addressed to Satan 
who had misled the disciple through his unrenewed mind—Matt. 16:23). 

Let this point be clearly understood:  Jesus would have never considered that His Heavenly 
Abba was capable of tempting anyone to evil! Jesus proclaimed that God is The Essential Good 
(Mark 10:18, literal Aramaic). 
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This phrase in the English version of the Lord’s Prayer has caused consternation within 
believers’ minds for centuries. They understand James’ teaching and question why Jesus would 
have us pray for something God would never do, could never do, in the first place. Or else they 
try to combine the English translation with James’ clear teaching and end up in confusion. 
Unbelievers have used this phrase to attack the Bible’s credibility saying it is full of 
contradictions. Chalk up another so-called “biblical contradiction” to mistranslation! 

Jesus knows there is a hold of “unripeness” over most of His disciples, then and now (refer back 
to the earlier teaching letter “The Light of Your Being” on tub or “ripeness” or listen to “Glow in 
the Dark” CD).  We have fruit, but it remains unripe, even after the passage of much 
chronological time.  Believers who are 30 years old in the Lord yet remain incomplete in 
showing love to their enemies or, even more displeasing to Abba, even to their brothers and 
sisters in Christ. This “unripeness” is exactly what our Lord is asking us to pray about.    

Our true purpose is to “bear much fruit”:  “By this My Daddy is glorified,” Jesus explained (John 
15:8). The fruit, of course, must be ripened in order to glorify Him. Our immaturity 
shortchanges Abba of His being glorified through our earthly lives. 

“Ela patzan min bisha” (deliver us from evil) finishes the thought of the previous “wela tahlan 
l’nesyuna” (don’t let surface things delude us).  The Aramaic roots point toward whatever 
delays or diverts us from advancing into the fruitful Christian life of doing the right thing at the 
right time. We are asking Abba to keep us free from delusion and diversion from our true 
purpose of bearing ripe fruit.  Jesus is reminding us that sometimes our ideals—including those 
of holiness, peace, and unity—carry us into the future or the past and make it difficult to be in 
the present where help is needed now. 

 

Eighth Phrase 

Old English: “For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, 
for ever. Amen.” 

The words Jesus actually spoke:   Metol dilakhe malkutha wahayla wateshbukhta 
l’ahlam almin. Ameyn. 

Expanded Meaning from the Aramaic: 
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From You is born all ruling will, the power and life to do, the song that 
beautifies all—from age to age it renews. So let it stand. 

Notes:  Jesus, in His formal closing of the prayer, perfectly summarizes the main themes of the 
prayer and recapitulates the spiral journey they present. The word “dilakhe” presents more 
than the idea of simple possession which the English conveys (“For thine is the kingdom…”). 
This word goes back to the agrarian idea of planting: a fertile field and the seed that goes into it 
all comes from The One, Abba, our Daddy. Everything belongs to Him and comes from Him and 
goes back to Him. Paul understood Jesus’ prayer and paraphrased it himself in Romans 11:16: 
“For of Him and through Him and to Him are all things, to whom be glory forever. Amen.” Paul, 
of course, had personalized the Lord’s Prayer (as we all should) and this was his way of 
expressing “metol dilakhe malkutha” since he was well-versed in Aramaic and in many other 
languages of his day. We should follow Paul’s example in personalizing the Lord’s Prayer in our 
regular prayers too. 

“Malkutha” (kingdom) is the same as we studied in the Third Phrase of this prayer. Once again, 
this word refers not only to dominion but also to sphere of influence. Our Abba influences even 
the wicked to restrain all the evil their wicked hearts intend to do. Otherwise humankind would 
have disappeared from earth ages ago. “Jehovah has prepared His throne in Heaven, and His 
kingdom rules over all” (Ps 103:19). This, of course, includes the wicked who are not citizens of 
the kingdom of God but are restrained by the Unseen who sees all. 

“Teshbukhta” may be translated “glory” but contains the image of singing. A song of praise is 
Jesus’ intention here. A song of praise to Abba for His creation and His rule adds beauty to the 
scene pictured before us in this verse. The roots of this word mean “fire” and refer to the 
warmth that burns within us during worship. 

The phrase “l’ahlam almin” is literally “from age to age”.  “Forever and ever” is too abstract as 
its roots mean “from gathering to gathering.” The ancient Middle Eastern view of life and the 
entire cosmos was that of a gathering together of all things into one. After they are gathered 
they are scattered, and after they are scattered they are gathered—much like the history of the 
nation of Israel. When the nation of Israel numbered 70 (while Jacob was alive) they were 
scattered into Egypt beginning with Joseph, then his brothers, then all of the clan. In Egypt they 
grew into a great nation within a nation and were then scattered out into the Wilderness from 
where they were gathered into the Land of Promise. From there they were scattered into the 
Babylonian Exile and then re-gathered in their homeland. Then, they were scattered again into 
far away countries, and in 1947 were gathered back into their land. 

Similarly with all of life there is gathering and scattering and gathering again followed by more 
scattering and then more gathering. We gather income and then scatter it out to others and 
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this cycle repeats itself year after year.  It is the same in our spiritual lives too. We gather 
revelation and truth and then scatter it to others and then we gather more in order to scatter it 
too. 

“Forever” is better rendered “from age to age” which is better rendered “from gathering to 
gathering.”  The “gathering” of course to the people Jesus spoke to imaged in their minds as 
“harvest”…so “from harvest to harvest” Abba rules over all and gives all the power and life to 
do all they do with a song of praise that beautifies them in His eyes. 

“Ameyn” is “amen” in English and means “so let it stand.” In other words, Jesus is telling us 
today that the prayer He gave His first followers and the truths it contains will stand from one 
generation to the next to the next.  And certainly it has as your study of these teachings this 
year of 2011 demonstrates. So it is with ageless Truth! 

PERSONAL:  

As I approached the end of this monthís teaching my eyes welled with tears of 

gratitude. This ministry began as a small garden in 1972 and grew into a farm 

and then a ranch. Then, it shrank into a farm, and now a small garden with only 

a few hundred ìplantsî. You are one of the plants in this laborerís garden, and 

you are special to my heart.  You are in my prayers, and I am in yours. We love 

each other, and sow into each otherís lives.  My sowing is done through prayer 

and teaching; yours is done with prayer and giving. Together we minister to each 

other and Abba blesses us both. What a blessed exchange! 

I love you SO MUCH!  You are in my prayers today as always.  As we approach 

the end of 2011 I am requesting your prayers that our Daddy will provide a 

special love gift from your heart to my hands to free me from the surface life 

encumbrance of old debt once and for all. 

With much heartfelt loveÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖ..David 
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